Each student must complete three semester hours of coursework in American Studies, Architecture, Art History, Classical Civilization, Core Texts and Ideas, Fine Arts, Music, Philosophy, Radio-Television-Film, Theatre and Dance, or Visual Art Studies.

*Note: Courses in performance, studio or ensemble are NOT permitted to satisfy this requirement.*

Many courses on the pre-approved list are offered every semester. Please refer to the Course Schedule for availability and prerequisite requirements. The ECE Department does NOT permit coursework taken on a PASS/FAIL basis to be used toward the Visual and Performing Arts Elective requirement.

**AMERICAN STUDIES**
AMS 330 Modernism in American Design and Architecture

**ARCHITECTURE**
ARC 308 Architecture and Society
ARC 318K History of Architecture: Survey I
ARC 318L History of Architecture: Survey II

**ART HISTORY**
ARH 301 Introduction to Visual Arts
ARH 302 Survey of Ancient through Medieval Art
ARH 303 Survey of Renaissance through Modern Art

or one of the following Upper-Division ARH courses:
325 327J 327L 327M 327N 327P
327R 329J 329K 329R 330G 331K
331L 331M 332K 332L 333K 333L
334 335N 335P 337K 338L 338M
339J 339K 339L 339M 341K 341L
346 347K 347L 347M 359 360L
361 361L 362 362R 363 364
365 366J 366N 366P 367 370
372

**CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION**
CC 301 Introduction to Ancient Greece
CC 302 Introduction to Ancient Rome
CC 303 Introduction to Classical Mythology
CC 307C Introduction to Greek Archaeology
CC 307D Introduction to Rome Archaeology
CC 317 Classical Archaeology

**CORE TEXTS AND IDEAS:** (Western Civilization)
CTI 350 Masterworks of World Drama
CTI 351 The Idea of the Beautiful

**FINE ARTS**
FA 310 Topics in the Fine Arts
FA 320 Exploring the Fine Arts

**MUSIC**
MUS 302L Introduction to Western Music
MUS 302P Introductory Topics in Western Music
MUS 303M Introduction to Western Music in Culture
MUS 303N Introduction to Popular Music in World Cultures
MUS 303P Topics in Western Music of World Cultures
MUS 606A Elements of Music
MUS 307 Topics in Popular Music
MUS 334 The Music of the Americas

**PHILOSOPHY**
PHL 317K Introduction to the Philosophy of the Arts
PHL 346 Aesthetics – Drama and Philosophy

**RADIO-TELEVISON-FILM**
RTF 305 Introduction to Media Studies
RTF 314 Development of the Motion Picture
RTF 316 History of US Radio and Television

**THEATRE AND DANCE**
TD 301 Introduction to Theatre

**VISUAL ART STUDIES**
VAS 320 Exploring Objects, Spaces and Meanings

***The courses above courses have been pre-approved to satisfy the Visual and Performing Arts Elective requirement***

Please speak to an ECE Advisor in ENS 135 if you have any questions about this requirement.